
FOIL BACKING DATA SUMMARY 

ITEM REF: FOIL/40/TP 

FILM: 
40 MICRON FOIL WITH RELEASE PAPER 
LINER 

ADHESIVE: PRESSURE SENSITIVE ACRYLIC  

COLOUR: SILVER 

TOTAL THICKNESS: 130 Micron 

TACK TO STEEL:  20.3 N/25mm  

ADHESION TO STEEL: 15.6 N/25mm (24 hrs) 

SHEAR: >200 HRS

TENSILE STRENGTH: 60 N/25mm (without release liner)

HUMIDITY SHEAR TEST: >4 hrs

A high performance, multi usage film, ideal for insulation and as backing on glass and 
mirror tiles. This film adheres well to most surfaces. 
Note: The data and recommendations are given in good faith, based on practical  
experience, but without warranty. The customer should carry out their own tests to 
confirm the usefulness of the product for the application under consideration. This 
technical data could have tolerances up to 5%. 
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Contact us for more information about  
Cortex M0300AF MIRROR FOIL BACKING or any 
of the other products in the mirror safety range.

Mirrorworld - UK
Unit 3 Deans Road Ind Est  
Deans Road  | Swinton 
Manchester  | M27 0RD

T: +44 (0) 161 794 7100
F: +44 (0) 161 794 1110
E: sales@mirrorworld.co.uk
W:  www.mirrorworld.co.uk

Cortex M0300AF 
Mirror Foil Backing

Cortex M0300AF is an aluminium foil tape 
with a high bond, pressure sensitive acrylic 
adhesive. It is used for protecting the silvering 
from moisture and salt deterioration.  

Always use mirror foil backing where the mirror is subject 
to moisture i.e. in bathrooms and kitchens to preserve the 
life of the mirror. Cortex M0300AF is compatible with mirror 
adhesive and has a release liner for easy application. 

Adhesive Solvent Acrylic

Backing Thickness 30 micron

Total Thickness 65 micron

Peel Adhesion 20 N/25mm

Total Rolling Ball 20cm

Tensile Strength 37.5 N/25mm

Elongation 3.0%

Service Temperature -30°C ~ +120°C

Applying Temperature +10°C ~ +40°C

The above information is given in good faith and for guidance 
only. The user shall be responsible for determining that the 
performance of the product is sufficient for his application. 
The quoted values are based on averages and should not be 
taken as maximum or minimum values for specific purposes.
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Technical Data
Roll Length:  46 Linear Metres

Rolls Widths: 100mm - 1200mm
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